Diversity of Sericostomatidae (Trichoptera) caddisflies in the Montseny mountain range
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Abstract

Biodiversity is under threat by the ongoing global change and especially freshwater ecosystems are under threat by intensified land use, water abstraction and other anthropogenic stressors. In order to monitor the impacts that stressors have on freshwater biodiversity, it is important to know the current state of ecosystems and species living in them. This is often hampered by lacking knowledge on species and genetic diversity due to the fact that many taxa are complexes of several morphologically cryptic species. Lacking knowledge on species identity and ecology can lead to wrong biodiversity and stream quality assessments and molecular tools can greatly help resolving this problem. Here, we studied larvae of the caddisfly family Sericostomatidae in the Montseny mountains on the Iberian Peninsula. We expected to find cryptic species and that species would not occur in syntopy due to different ecological niches. We sampled 44 stream sites and sequenced 247 larval specimens for the barcoding region of the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase gene. A modeling approach was used to assess the bioclimatic preferences of the found species. Two molecular groups were identified. One could be assigned to Schizopelex furcifera and one to Sericostoma spp. We did find both taxa in syntopy in >50% of sampling sites and could show that the taxa prefer similar bioclimatic conditions. A reexamination of larval specimens showed that Sericostoma and Schizopelex larvae could not be unambiguously identified to the genus level. Overall, our results show the importance of including molecular tools into biodiversity assessments in order to correctly identify the species diversity of a region and to prevent wrong assessment results.
Introduction

Biodiversity is under threat by multiple stressors such as climate change and intensified anthropogenic land use (Vörösmarty et al. 2010, Steffen et al. 2015). To understand how stressors impact on biodiversity, it is crucial to inventorise the current state of ecosystems as well as the number and genetic diversity of species living in them. This is especially important for freshwater ecosystems, as they provide humanity with highly valuable drinking water and food resources. Worldwide, there are ongoing efforts to assess the state of freshwaters by monitoring their biodiversity (e.g. in the EU, see Kallis & Butler 2001). These efforts are however hampered by the fact that many freshwater taxa are complexes of several so-called cryptic species (e.g. Weiss et al. 2014, Obertegger et al. 2014, Katouzian et al. 2016) and are difficult to identify (Haase et al. 2006). With the rise of molecular tools during the last decade, it is now straightforward to identify species by sequencing the barcoding region of the cytochrome c oxidase one gene (Hebert et al. 2003). While the knowledge of actual species numbers and how to identify these species is valuable in it own right, it is also important to understand these species’ ecologies and their response to environmental change if they are to be effectively used in biomonitoring programs. This has been rarely done for cryptic species complexes (but see e.g. Pfenninger et al. 2003, Rissler et al. 2007, Macher et al. 2016a, Gabaldon et al. 2016 for examples). Knowledge on species’ ecologies is urgently needed to improve monitoring programs and understand how species and ecosystems are impacted by the ongoing environmental change.

Here, we studied larvae of the common caddisfly family Sericostomatidae (Trichoptera) in the Montseny Mountain Range on the Iberian peninsula (Figure 1a). The Montseny is located at the intersection of the arid and warm climate of the mediterranean lowlands to the west and the cool, precipitation-rich climate of the mountainous region to the east (Thuiller et al. 2003). Catchments within the Montseny are characterized by steep altitudinal gradients, with altitude increasing from below 300 masl to 1706 masl within approximately 10 kilometres and therefore, climatic variables are highly variable as well (see Jump et al. 2007, Penuelas & Boada 2003). Since
Caddisflies are meromictic organisms and can actively disperse between habitats via their winged adult stages (e.g. Geismar et al. 2014), their distribution within a small area is expected to be defined by ecological demands. On the Iberian Peninsula, species of the caddisfly genera *Sericostoma* and *Schizopelex* occur in sympatry (González & Martínez 2011, Ruiz-Garcia et al. 2014). *Sericostoma* is known to consists of an yet unknown number of morphologically cryptic species (Malicky 2005). While adults of *Sericostoma* and *Schizopelex* can be readily distinguished, the larvae of some species within these genera are notoriously difficult or impossible to distinguish from each other based on morphology (Malicky 2005, Vieira-Lanero 2000, Waringer & Graf 2013). They therefore form a cryptic larval complex, a phenomenon also known from other taxa (Pfenninger et al. 2007, Webb & Suter 2011, Carew et al. 2007, Jackson et al. 2014, Zhou et al. 2007). Due to the highly variable environmental conditions in the Montseny, the area seemed highly suitable to study small scale diversity and occurrence of sympatric species.

We expected 1) to find morphologically cryptic species sericostomatid larvae in the Montseny mountain range, 2) that different Sericostomatidae species seldom co-occur in syntopy due to different ecological demands and 3) that species show a population structure corresponding to altitude, but not between catchments due to their good dispersal ability.

To test these hypotheses we analysed the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase gene subunit 1 (CO1) to determine the number and distribution of Sericostomatidae species found in the Montseny. In a second step, we used a modeling approach based on bioclimatic variables to find possible explanations for the occurrence of species and third, we performed population genetic analyses to investigate gene flow between populations and thus infer the dispersal abilities of the different species.
Materials and Methods

Sampling and data

Samples from 44 sites were taken during a field trip to the Montseny in September 2013, covering the three main watersheds of the Montseny (Tordera, Besòs, Ter) and an altitudinal gradient from 120 masl to 1295 masl (Figure 1b). Caddisfly larvae were collected using kick nets (HydroBios, Kiel). All larvae were stored in 70% ethanol in the field, transferred to 96% ethanol after less than six hours and stored at 4°C until further analysis. Larvae of Sericostomatidae were identified as belonging to the *Sericostoma/Schizopelex* larval complex using the key in Waringer & Graf (2013) under a stereo microscope. Sericostomatidae larvae were found in 24 sites (see Table A1). QGIS (v 2.8) was used to create distribution maps. A sampling permit for protected areas (Parc Natural del Montseny) was obtained from the park management prior to sampling.

DNA extraction, amplification, and sequencing

For Sericostomatidae larvae, DNA was extracted from the body wall of 247 larval specimens (1 – 15 specimens per site, 24 sampling sites) using a salt extraction protocol (Sunnucks and Hales 1996). A 841-bp fragment of the barcoding gene COI was amplified using the primers HCO_mod and LCO_mod (Leese et al. 2005, modified after Folmer et al. 1994). PCR mix was prepared using the following protocol: 1 x PCR buffer, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 1 µl of DNA template, 0.025 U/µl Hotmaster Taq (5 PRIME GmbH, Hilden, Germany), 0.5 µM of each primer. The mix was filled up to 25 µl with sterile H2O and placed in a thermocycler for amplification. PCR settings for the COI amplification were: initial denaturation at 94°C for 2 min; 36 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 20 s, annealing at 46°C for 30 s, extension at 65°C for 60 s; final extension at 65°C for 5 min. 9 µl of the PCR product were purified enzymatically with 10 U of Exonuclease I and 1 U Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham) by incubating at 37°C for 25 min and a denaturation step at 80°C for 15 min. Bidirectional sequencing was performed on an ABI 3730 sequencer by GATC Biotech (Constance, Germany).
Species delimitation

Geneious 6.0.5. (Biomatters) was used to assemble raw reads and the MAFFT plugin (v. 7.017 Katoh and Standley, 2013) was used to compute a multiple sequence alignment (automatic algorithm selection, default settings). The final length of the cropped alignments was 841 bp for Sericostomatidae. The alignment was translated into amino acids using translation table 5 (invertebrate mitochondrial codon usage table) to make sure that no stop codons were present. The best model of evolution for further analyses of the data was selected with jModeltest 2.1.2 (Darriba et al., 2012) (default settings). Fabox (Villesen 2007) was used to collapse sequences into haplotypes. PopART (v.1, http://popart.otago.ac.nz) was used to create statistical parsimony haplotype networks (Clement et al. 2000) with a 95% connection limit. To determine the number of species in the *Sericostoma/Schizopelex* larval complex, both the tree-based Generalized Mixed Yule Coalescent (GMYC) approach (Pons et al. 2006) and the automated distance-based barcode gap determination (ABGD, Puillandre et al., 2012) approaches were used. For GMYC analyses, an ultrametric tree for all unique COI haplotypes was calculated using BEAST v.1.8.0 (Drummond et al. 2012). BEAST was run for 10 million MCMC generations, sampling every 100th tree and using both standard coalescent and the GTR + G sequence evolution model. Tracer v.1.6 (Rambaut et al. 2013) was used to test for effective sampling size (ESS) and convergence of parameters. TreeAnnotator v.1.8 (Rambaut and Drummond 2013) was used to generate a linearized consensus tree, discarding the first 3000 trees as burn-in. R v. 3.1.1 (R Core Team 2014) was used for analysis of the resulting tree with ‘SPLITS’ (Species Limit by Threshold Statistics) (Ezard et al. 2009) with the single threshold model to test for the presence of multiple species within the dataset. For ABGD analyses, the K2P-model of sequence correction (Kimura 1980). Sequences of all specimens from each molecularly identified group were blasted against the Barcode of Life database (Ratnasingham & Hebert 2007) to verify species assignment. Alignments were created with Geneious and networks were computed with popArt as described above.
Bioclimatic variables analyses

The bioclimatic preferences of species were modelled using MaxEnt 3.3.3e (Phillips et al. 2004) and for the same geographic area as in Macher et al. (2016b).

Results

Molecular species delimitation

A total of 248 Sericostomatidae larvae from 24 sites were barcoded for the COI barcoding gene. The 841 bp long COI alignment for the Sericostomatidae larvae had 137 (16.3%) variable sites and a GC content of 35%. The null model of a single species was rejected both with the GMYC approach (likelihood ratio for single threshold model: 31.68, p < 0.001) and the ABGD approach (Pmax 0.77-3.59%). ABGD suggested the presence of two groups, but GMYC found four groups in the caddisfly dataset. Blast search assigned 134 specimens to *Schizopelex furcifera* (ABGD and GMYC group 1) and 113 specimens (ABGD group 2, GMYC groups 2, 3, 4) to different *Sericostoma* species (*Sericostoma personatum, S. flavicorne, S. vittatum, S. pyrenaicum, S. galeatum*) with no clear assignment of species names to molecularly identified groups. The three subgroups of *Sericostoma* that were found by GMYC as being separate species were thus further treated as *Sericostoma* spp., since Leese et al. (unpublished) could show that COI cannot be used for reliable species delimitation in the genus *Sericostoma*. Afterwards, the species found by the GMYC and ABGD approaches are referred to as *Schizopelex furcifera* and *Sericostoma* spp. 30 larvae each of *Sericostoma* spp. and *Schizopelex furcifera* were again checked with the identification key by Vieira-Lanero (2000) to see whether an identification was possible with the knowledge about clade affiliation of the specimens. However, this was not the case as all features mentioned in the key varied within and between species.

Bioclimatic characterization

As in Macher et al. (2016b), the 6 variable model resulted in good AUC values for both *Schizopelex furcifera* and *Sericostoma* spp. (0.82 and 0.84, respectively), thus it was chosen for
further analyses to mediate between lower variable correlation and high model fitting.

*Schizopelex furcifera* occurrence was best predicted by the variables Temperature Annual Range and Precipitation of Coldest Quarter, as was the occurrence of *Sericostoma* spp.

Bioclimatic niche overlap was 0.876 for *Schizopelex furcifera* and *Sericostoma* spp. The range overlap computed for occurrence likelihoods of >50% was 0.826 for *Schizopelex furcifera* and *Sericostoma* spp.

**Discussion**

In this study, we investigated the distribution and bioclimatic niches of Sericostomatidae caddisfly species in the Montseny mountain range. We expected to find morphologically indistinguishable species in larvae of the trichoptera family Sericostomatidae in the Montseny mountain range. Indeed, at least two species of Sericostomatidae were found to occur in the Montseny. In the *Sericostoma/Schizopelex* larval complex, at least two molecular clades were found, one of which could be molecularly assigned to *Schizopelex furcifera*, a species that is endemic to the North-Western Iberian Peninsula and whose larvae have not yet been described (Waringer & Graf 2013.). The other clade belongs to the *Sericostoma* species complex, which is known to consist of several undescribed species with unknown distribution ranges (Malicky 2005). We could not assign the found *Sericostoma* larvae to a species name due to highly inaccurate results when comparing our molecular data with that deposited in the Barcode of Life database by other researchers. It is thus evident that the genus *Sericostoma* needs to be revised using a combination of morphological (of both larvae and imago) and molecular data, a task that is beyond the aim of this study. Our second expectation was that different Sericostomatidae species seldom co-occur in syntopy due to different ecological demands. This expectation was not met for the sericostomatid caddisflies. *Sericostoma* spp. and *Schizopelex furcifera* were often found in syntopy with no apparent pattern regarding altitudinal preferences. The genus *Sericostoma*, however, is known to inhabit a wide range of stream and river habitats in all of Europe, often occurring in the upper and middle reaches of streams (Leese et al. 2005).
According to the MaxEnt models, the factors explaining the occurrence of both *Sericostoma* spp. and *Schizopelex furcifera* are precipitation of the colder season and the temperature range throughout the year. For aquatic species, higher precipitation means that more water is available throughout the year, which is especially important in generally dry areas or areas with high precipitation seasonality. It seems thus possible that *Sericostoma* spp. and *Schizopelex furcifera* are relying on constant flow of the streams they inhabit. We stress the point that all data presented here is based on a very limited number of specimens only and needs to be interpreted with care, also due to the fact that nothing is known about the frequency and extent of dispersal events in Sericostomatidae species. Studies involving nuclear markers and possibly a greater number of specimens per site are needed to verify the observed patterns of genetic variation on a geographically small scale and also to clarify the taxonomic status of *Sericostoma* spp. Our results show the potential of molecular techniques to study species diversity and ecology of species. Molecular studies are highly valuable to understand the impact of environmental change and stressors on biodiversity (Pauls et al. 2013, Balint et al. 2011). As many bioassessment and monitoring programs worldwide rely on species occurrence data and species' ecological traits as a metric to measure ecosystem quality (e.g. Carter & Resh 2001, Haase et al. 2004, Stark 2001), molecular tools can help to speed up and improve accuracy of species identification. This is urgently needed to make sure that biomonitoring programs use the right information and that the right conclusions are drawn from the data generated. In combination with data that can inform on ecology of species (e.g. remote sensing data and experiments as in Elbrecht et al. 2016), molecular data can greatly improve assessment of stream health and biomonitoring programs. This is important, since potentially costly restoration measures are based on biomonitoring data and a lot of money might be lost in case of wrong biomonitoring results. In addition, only by using molecular methods the different genetic strains of species in different habitats be found and effectively protected, which helps choosing the most valuable populations and target conservation efforts.
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**Figure Captions**

Figure 1: a) Position of the Montseny mountains on the Iberian Peninsula indicated by a red dot. b) Sampling sites in the Montseny and presence of Sericostoma spp., Schizopelex furcifera or both taxa.
The figure illustrates the distribution of two species, Sericostoma spp. and Schizopelex furcifera, across different catchment areas: Ter catchment, Tordera catchment, and Besòs catchment. The map shows the elevation levels of 500 masl, 1000 masl, and 1500 masl. The legend indicates the symbols used to represent these species across different regions.